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Editor's Note

I take pleasure in releasing the June issue of our newsletter. At PTMF we always endeavour for serving
the project management community in general and our esteem members in particular by initiating
several activities on the subject. We are also trying constantly to forge new associations and
collaborations with experts and groups in other countries. We hope that the year 2015 will see some
positive outcome of various initiatives taken so far. With the involvement and support of our members
this can be achieved.
In this issue we have to report some interesting events. Our President Prof Rajat K. Baisya was invited to
Chair a session on ‘Response of the Industry’ in a national seminar on ‘Future of management
Education in India’ organised by All India Management Education ( AIMA) during 31st March and 1st
April 2015 at India International Centre, New Delhi. The session was also addressed by leading experts
and academicians. Dr Baisya’s speech has been included in this newsletter and we invite comments and
opinion on this subject from our readers. Prof Baisya has also delivered a post graduate program on
”Managing Logistics Value Chain for Business Performance and Competitive Advantage” at Faculty of
Logistics, University of Maribor, Celji, Slovenia. This is an EU funded project initiatives.
We plan to start a training program on Logistics value chain management .This issue carries an
announcer for this training program.
PTMF has formally signed a EU funded collaborative project on ‘Smart Machines & SystemsCollaborative Research and Innovation Program (CRI)’ to work on the concept of factories of the future.
In this Project PTMF will be responsible for initiatives with industry and academia in India and Asia
region. Detail scope under this project is included in this issue.
Editorial team of PTMF met a well- known expert in Project and Operations management Mr Jonathan
Rathbone, Senior Digital Manager (Operations),Dentsu Aegis, Singapore. Jon attempted to answer
typical concerns of project managers of today which is included in this issue.
We are extremely sorry to report about the sad demise of one of our very active members Dr Gautam
Sen who has contributed to the earlier issue of the newsletter. We also welcome a new life member Mr
Jagmohan Singh Rawat PMP who is expected to take some active role in PTMF.
I would also like to inform our readers that from Next issue onwards Mr Shalin Trivedi will act as editor
of the newsletter. Shalin brings a very rich experience and he operates out of India. I wish him all
success. I will focus more on development activities as well as on Smart Machine project in Asian region.
Wish you all the best.
Siddharth Paul Tiwari
Convenor- South Asia
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FUTURE OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
RAJAT K. BAISYA*
All India Management Association (AIMA) had organised a National Conference in New Delhi,
India during 31st March and 1st April 2015 on ‘Future of Management Education’. Prof Rajat K
Baisya, a core team member of KM-Fest and President of PTMF – a constituent unit of KM-Fest and
3L was invited to Chair a session on ‘Responding to industry Expectation’. This article is based on
the lecture delivered by the author at the conference.
There are over 3500 management institutions having 360000 MBA seats in India and it is said that in
national capital region (NCR) itself there are over 100 management institutions. In last few years many
of these newly formed management institutions have closed down because they are no longer financially
viable. Some of the well- known private management institutions which had opened second or even
third campus are also finding it difficult to run those new schools. Globally it is said that there are about
13500 management colleges running all kinds of program under management education. With so many
colleges and institutions, management education now is losing its unique value and is gradually
reducing to a commodity. As the job market is tight, students did not find gainful employment after
having a management degree that has resulted into lack of interests among students in costly
management education not only in India but also elsewhere. There is therefore, a need to introspect on
this critical issue on the future of management education.
1. Need for holistic Manager in Industry Vertical :
Industry is working now in a highly competitive environment and therefore, there is a huge cost
pressure on business which cannot be easily passed on to the end consumers as consumers now are
much more informed. However, shareholder expectation is ever increasing and hence industry needs
performers to work in a leaner organisation structure. The managers of tomorrow thus have to be
entrepreneurs themselves and a risk taker to deliver performance. We now need more holistic managers
who have knowledge of the whole business and not simply having functional knowledge working in
compartment. Already courses such telecom management, insurance management, healthcare
management, hotel management, project management, oil & gas exploration and management and
retail management, infrastructure management, construction management, Pharmaceutical technology
and management etc. have started. This will extend into other industry verticals.
2. Business Decisions based on Data Analytics and Business Intelligence :
Decision making in businesses are now more based on analysis and data crunching and business
intelligence rather than on experience based gut feels and judgement and therefore course content of
many subjects have to undergo drastic change. In sixties and seventies marketing was synonymous with
selling till concept of brand and brand equity emerged during late eighties. Today marketing is strategic
and would mean everything in business. Marketers depend on data crunching and marketing analytics
and lot of marketing decision are in fact outsourced to those marketing analytics companies.
Pharmaceutical and healthcare companies as well as FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) companies
heavily rely on data analysis of historical data, competitive data as well business environment related
data to take business decision. Many management schools now even teaches marketing engineering as a
course. Similarly many other courses particularly in supply chain and operations areas also are
undergoing changes.
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3.Key Success factors and Value Chain Analysis:
The key success factor in business now how businesses can deliver incremental value to its target
consumers faster than its own competitive sets. It is therefore, important for businesses to constantly
create new value in the entire value chain. Today procurement is much more efficient and businesses
were able to bring in lot of savings in that function. In retail and e-commerce industry entire profit
depends on procurement and supply chain efficiency. In the core functions of the businesses we need
to teach students how they can bring in value and reduce cost by resorting to value chain analysis. The
next important function that we now consider is logistics. The logistics industry constitute almost 13
% of our GDP in India ( while in China it is 8% of GDP) and it is going to increase further and
industry now are trying to grapple with this cost and logistics value chain management is thus an
important areas to teach. It is believed that 2-3 % loss in GDP is arising out of very inefficient logistics
industry in India. I am hopeful that logistics management will itself emerge as an important area for
management students.
4. Outsourcing of primary business functions:
Outsourcing is another such area to be taught in great detail. Businesses now want to focus on what
they can do most cost effectively and better than others and allow remaining functions to be out
sourced. Ten years ago most of the manufacturing was carried out in company’s own manufacturing
plant but today some of the corporations not even manufacturing 5% of their sales by themselves and
some of the best performing companies are actually 100% trading companies. This is all outsourced
from the consideration of flexibility, cost and efficiency. We have seen BPOs which are actually doing
only support functions for businesses but now we are seeing even primary functions are outsourced
and businesses are focussing on only those functions which they can do better than others. Rest is
outsourced. Lot of employment opportunity is actually coming from these outsourced industries
which also offers new business opportunities to entrepreneurs.

Prof Baisya with Dr Sunil Abrol former DG CDC,
Prof Mitra , FMS Delhi and Mr Dwarakanath ,
Former Director HR of GSK

Prof Baisya delivering lecture
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5. Investment is shifting from Hard core businesses to e- commerce:
You can see how big investment is shifting from hard core industries, brick and mortar industries
to e-commerce whose stocks are soaring only on investor sentiment and valuation. Although
none of those businesses are making any money at the bottom line and on the contrary heavily
losing and that includes all well- known names including Amazon, Flipkart, Snapdeal etc. etc. but
their stock price is very high only on valuation and they are still able to attract huge resources
and I can clearly see this trend for at least next 6 to 7 years when the current investor will expect
return. Of course, many of those will vacate the space by encashing their investment through an
exit route and those indications are also clearly visible. These industries will engage lot of work
force and they will also rewrite the rules of the game in many other industry categories.
Management institutions have to take due cognizance of these developments and offer
appropriate programs. E-commerce industry really needs product specialists as each product
category or subcategory is managed for performance and thus we need a different breed of
mangers to work in e-commerce industry.
6. Employability of management graduates:
The last thing that I would like to deal with is the popular question that you hear regarding
employability of students graduating. As knowledge dimensions are increasing every year
industry has to spend lot of time, resource and energy to train and retrain those employees to
cope up with the demand of the competitive market forces. Most of the graduates coming out
every year are simply not employable not only because they lack in knowledge but they also lack
in their ability to learn and relearn and most importantly getting things done. In this respect our
own experience tells us that many a times graduates from lesser known institutions do much
better than students taken from very well-known institutions.
Conclusion:
To do all these we need teachers who have wide industrial experience but where are they? Unless
we allow closer association and movement of faculty between industry and academia seamlessly
we will not be able to resolve this critical problem. In best known B-schools abroad engage best
known faculty on contract basis from all over the world so that students learn from best faculty
available. Why such things do not happen in India? On this idea Piyush Agarwal an IIT Kanpur
and Stanford University graduate started his SuperProf–a video platform of best professors in the
country and he was able to raise three million US Dollar funding last year. The models of
education is thus also changing.
If management schools have to serve industry and also to survive they will have to change with
changing industry expectations as summarised above and also have to use technology for faster
learning from best faculty available in the world.
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News Item
Prof Rajat K Baisya, a core team member of KM–Fest and President of Project & Technology
Management Foundation, India was invited to deliver a program on ‘Management of Logistics
Value Chain For Business Performance and Competitive Advantage ’ as Visiting Professor at
Faculty of Logistics- University of Maribor, Slovenia. He has delivered this course during 20th
April to 25th April 2015. This is EU funded initiative where PTMF is also participating.

Prof Baisya delivering the lecture

Prof Bojan Rosi Dean Faculty of Logistics, University of Maribor, and Prof
Baisya
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Page Prof Bojan Rosi, Dean Faculty of Logistics, University of
Maribor, with Prof Baisya and participants in the program
OBITUARY
Dr Gautam Sen
With great regret we would like to inform our readers about the
sad demise of one of our very active members Dr Gautam Sen
on 26th April 2015 in Mumbai after a brief illness. He was a very
active member of PTMF and had contributed regularly in our
newsletter. Dr Sen graduated from Presidency college, Kolkata
and did his PhD from university of Idaha. He worked in senior
capacity at ICI and later served as visiting professor at MDI and
IMT Gaziabad. He is survived by wife, son and grandchildren.
We convey our heartfelt condolences to the immediate family to
bear this irreparable loss. May Dr Sen’s soul rest in peace.
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Welcome New Member
Jagmohan Singh Rawat is a PMP Certified Project Management Professional
with experience in Program/ Projects Management in areas of Management
Consultancy, IS/IT Strategy and ERP implementation. He has International
work experience with cross-cultural teams across Middle East, Europe and Asia
Pacific regions.
He is currently working with Fujitsu Consulting India in roles of Bid Manager
& Solution Architect and Projects/Program Management. Prior to this, he has
worked with prestigious organizations like TCS, HCL, NPC, JK, and Avantha
Technologies. He has handled consultancy assignments across industry verticals
of Manufacturing (Discrete and Process), Government, Power, Health, Finance
and Retail. His areas of expertise include ERP Projects/Program Management,
Turnaround of Troubled Projects, Management of Consultancy Contracts, IT
Consulting (including IS/IT Strategy Planning and Offshore Transition of IT
Services) and Supply Chain Management.
Jagmohan has insightful experience in all key aspects of project delivery/
management -planning/monitoring, execution, stakeholder management, risk
management, configuration design & integration, development, testing, change
management, data migration. He brings in high value to programs and projects,
drawing upon the experience of working with customers at senior level, indepth understanding of cross-functional business processes, organizational
change management and transition issues involved in strategic and operational
alignment of project goals with business strategy/goals of the customer.
An Engineer (Electrical & Electronics) and Industrial Engineer by academic
qualifications, he is also a Certified SAP (Supply Chain Management -MM)
Consultant, and an active member of Project Management Institute (PMI,
USA) and The Institute of Management Consultants of India (IMCI).
PTMF Partnership for Smart Machines & Systems (SM&S) Collaborative Research and
Innovation (CRI) Program
PTMF has become a partner of collaborative research program on Samar Machine & System to
spearhead the activities under this program in India and Asia. The research and business cases
essentially aimed at how innovation and new technology will shape future factories. The work has
already started on this innovation project. The brief scope of the activities under this project is
described in the following section below- Editor
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Interview with Jonathan Rathbone, Eminent Subject
Matter Expert on Project Management and
Operations

Our editorial team was happy to catch-up with Jon Rathbone known for his immese work in the field
of operations and project management. Jon is currently, Senior Digital Manager (Operations), Dentsu
Aegis, Singapore. Jon has spearheaded local and remote operational staff (handled big teams),
supporting diverse business units, in markets of unevenly developed business practices. He's known for
his thought leadership and empowering colleagues to develop and own, “points of views” for solution
provision, in support of others. Prior to Dentsu Aegis Jon has worked for 'Omnicom Media Group'
and 'Readers Digest'.
Question: PTMF members would love to know some of the best practices you currently use in the
field of project management.
Jon: The action of moving from one process stage to another should be complete and explicit. If the
project manager does not follow a transition, then product launch is lost during subsequent
activities. One method of accomplishing focused transitions is to reserve specific communication
channels only for transitioning between process stages. Transition also requires enunciating interim
goals. I few decades back I was involved in negotiating with Warner Chappell Music the first
“mechanical copyright” for legal music video downloads and made sure progress stages are clearly
defined and the movement within processes are smooth.
Question: Given your vast experiene of over 25 years, how do you see project management evolving
and changing.
Jon: Organizations today have time-reporting systems and project-scheduling tools with regards to
project management, however even with such close monitoring organizations have failed to adhere
to product launch dates. Internet presence makes a big difference. With access to the right and high
end information the project manager should make sure to take correct decisions.
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Question: Please share with PTMF members how to cope with constant change in a
particular project.
Jon: Project Managers should make sure to keep the project flexible and open right from the start.
Any project in today's tough economic conditions needs to be flexible and allow space for the
project management to trial either a top-down or bottomup product planning approach this should
be in directly correlation to the user needs. It’s expected that flexibility will be enough for enabling
to implement standards and methodologies across the project in the way that best relates to the new
product development.
Jon (last but not the least): I wish to convey my best wishes to all PTMF members and hope to
meet them for any upcoming event.
TRAINING PROGRAM ON LOGISTICS VALUE CHAIN MANAGEMENT
PTMF to Organize two days training program cum workshop on ‘Managing Logistics Value Chain
for Organisational Performance, India International Centre, NewDelhi’ Nominations
Considering the importance of effective management of logistics function in business PTMF is going
to organize two days training program cum workshop on “ Mangaing Logistics function for
Organisational Performance”. Program will be conducted in Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore. First
program will be held in September 2015 at India International Centre. The program is designed for
logistics, operations, supply chain, procurement and project managers. The real life cases will be
covered in the program. The cost would be, Rs 10000 plus service tax ( 14%) and USD 250 for
overseas candidates to cover course material lunch and tea for two days to be paid to Project &
Technology Management Foundation.
A certificate will be given to the participants at the end of the program. Kindly send in nominations
for the program filling in the nomination form. A discount of 10% will be given for same company
sending two candidates and 15% discount for sending three or more candidates.
The course will be delivered by : Prof Rajat K. Baisya assisted by Mr Shalin Trivedi. The profiles
of Dr Baisya and Mr. Trivedi are covered below in the newsletter:
Shalin Trivedi

Shalin Trivedi is an MBA from Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi has extensive experience in
Logistics Management in Retail Sector, Marketing Communication, Product Management, Business
Planning and CRM across telecom, retail and e-commerce industries. Having started his career as a
Young Leader in Bharti Airtel he has worked in various regional as well as national level roles for
over 10 years with leading organizations like Bharti Airtel, Metro Cash and Carry.
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DR RAJAT K BAISYA

Rajat K Baisya has served as a Senior Professor in Marketing, Strategic Management, International
Business, and Project Management at the Department of Management Studies, Indian Institute of
Technology, Delhi. He was the President and CEO of the Emami Group of Companies and Senior
Vice President, Business Development of Reckitt Benckiser India Ltd. He is the Visiting Professor
teaches in EU funded project on Logistics value chain management at Faculty of Logistics at
University of Maribor.
NOMINATION FORM

Project and Technology Management Foundation (PTMF)

Name of the Programme: Mangaing Logistics function for Organisational Performance
Particulars of Nominee
Name of the Participant (s) _________________________________________________________
Designation _________________________________________________________
Mailing Address _________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Tel. Office (with STD Code) _______________________Mob: _____________________________
E-Mail _________________________________________________________
Nomination Status Residential / Non-Residential
SPONSOR
Sponsoring Organization _________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Tel. (with STD Code) _________________________________________________________
E-Mail _________________________________________________________
Remittance
Draft No.: ___________________________Dated_______________________________________
For Rs. ___________________________Drawn on___________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________________
Sponsor :____________________________________________________
Only nomination form to be filled in and sent to the following address :
Note : No money to be sent now which can be sent only when demanded on confirmation of the
date of the program. ( as we have not finalised the date we don’t want the money now. Only after
we get 25 nomination/confirmation we will hold this program and ask for payment)
Project and Technology Management Foundation (PTMF), GURGAON
ADDRESS: T – 28 / 15, DLF City, Phase – III, Gurgaon – 122002, India. Phone +911244061156,
Mobile: +91 9810266758, +91 9930172180
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